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Hannah Coloured

Examples of the mutiple settings

Hannah 170 coloured with doors open (top)
Hannah 135 coloured with raised and angled lying 
surface (bottom left)
Hannah 135 coloured with raised lying surface 
(bottom right)

Hannah 98 coloured with doors open (top)
Hannah 70 coloured in angled mattress setting 
(bottom left)
Hannah 70 coloured with lying surface raised (bottom 
right)

Hannah Coloured; 170, 135, 98 and 
70 cm Cots - big, bigger, biggest
. . . plenty of space and safety for your child
The Hannah is an extremely stable and durable cot., It is specifically designed as a care en-
vironment for challenging children whose primary need is to be kept safe in a world where 
they cannot see the dangers. To protect them against physical harm, for example as a result of 
leaving the bed in an uncontrolled way, it is possible to have these special beds built with high 
lattice frames.
Hannah also serves to encourage and facilitate proper motion. It is suitable for children who, 
in spite of illness and disability, possess sufficient motor competence to effect the transfer into 
and out of bed independently.

The Hannah is available in the lattice heights 70, 98, 135 and 170 cm. The long side of the 
standard bed is always fitted with 4 door elements, although 8 doors are an option. Modified 
custom-made items are possible in respect of size and construction.

There is a very wide choice of platforms with fixed or variable height, profiling or flat. An exter-
nal door locking system prevents the doors being pushed open by force.

The Hannah is very suitable for padding with Theraposture’s fixed or removable padding and 
soft double glazed windows which allow for good visibility without compromising safety.

The height adjustability from 55 to 95 cm permits the safe and comfortable transfer of the child 
from a wheelchair or seat directly into the bed. The ergonomic nursing height makes caring for 
the child easier in all respects. It is also possible for the Hannah to have access to allow a hoist 
underneath.

Given the bed’s load capacity of 150 kg, it is possible for a grown-up to join the child in the bed.

A large range of items made to order are also possible with all Hannah models.

Reasons to buy a Hannah Cot Bed

1. Available in four door heights 70, 98, 135, 170 cm
2. Three bed sizes: 90/170 cm, 90/200 cm and 100/200 cm (Hannah 170 only 90/200

cm and 100/200 cm)
3. Special door locking prevents the doors from being opened from the inside
4. Wide variety of fixed, variable height flat or profiling sleeping platforms
5. Thanks to generous interior of 100/200 cm can also be used as a play area during the

day
6. Sweat and saliva resistant wood treatment in accordance with DIN 71-3 Children’s

Toys Safety Act
7. Patient weight capacity of up to 150 kg
8. Functional accessories possible - such as completely/partially padded interior or

complete/partial plexiglass cover for round rods
9. Particularly stable construction, affording great sturdiness, safety and durability
10. Custom-made units to meet the specific requirements of the patient are possible
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Technical Specifications

Hannah Coloured
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Sleeping Platforms (choose your requirement)

KR1     KR5

KR2 KR6

KR3 KR7

Standard accessories Castors plastic 13,5 cm

Optional accessories  W14 Mattress
W17 Mattress
W24 Mattress
Therapy mat
Solid wood base
Detachable posts, (2 maximum)
Castors plastic 16.5 cm
Castors plastic 10 cm
Climb out protection - wooden rods
Climb out protection - nylon net
Padding
Clear Soft Windows
Doors with plexiglass
Pull-up rail
Play bead rod

Technical Data 

Door height Hannah 70 70 cm
Hannah 98 98 cm
Hannah 135 135 cm
Hannah 170 170 cm

Inside/Outside dimensions 170 x 90 / 185 x 101 cm
200 x 90 / 215 x 101 cm
200 x 100 / 215 x 111 cm

Overall height incl. castors (13,5 cm) Hannah 70 111 cm
Hannah 98 139 cm
Hannah 135 176 cm
Hannah 170 211 cm

Lying height at upper edge of min. 55 cm
mattress (Standard Foam) max. 95 cm


